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On today's podcast episode, we discuss what it's like to grow up with artificial intelligence,

where Gen Z are spending most of their media time, and how best to target these young folks

with ads. "In Other News," we talk about the LGBTQ+ consumer and how represented US

Hispanic consumers are in ad budgets. Tune in to the discussion with our analyst Paola Flores-

Marquez.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Paola Flores-Marquez (00:00):

One of the most interesting aspects of it today or this year, is that it's so deeply intertwined

with social consumption as well. Video is their primary activity, but they kind of rely on social

algorithms to tell them what to watch.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MpcsOEEeYRmZjuKY09i4lx-zymHWAwbuaZDYCEhYL8EnH0xybV16q32oEWWFG_cgtPp77GCwYFmm47Q3rtwofyX0vW4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.24
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Marcus Johnson (00:23):

Hey, gang, it's Tuesday, July 2nd. Paola and listeners, welcome to the Behind the Numbers

Daily, an eMarketers podcast. I'm Marcus. Today, I'm joined by our demographics analyst,

typically based in New York City. It's Paola Flores-Marquez.

Paola Flores-Marquez (00:38):

Hi, Marcus. Thanks for having me back.

Marcus Johnson (00:40):

Hello, there. Of course. Welcome back to the show. Today, we're talking about young people,

and their media habits, and growing up in the age of artificial intelligence, but we'll start with

today's fact. Paola, chopsticks were initially invented or used for cooking. According to

History.com, the Chinese have been using them since at least 1200 BC, and by 500 AD, they

had swept across the Asian continent from Vietnam to Japan.

(01:09):

The reason they used them for cooking was because they were capable of reaching deep into

boiling pots of water or oil, and early chopsticks we use mainly for cooking. I think they were

thought initially just to be like twigs, basically. Then they were developed and whittled down

into more useful utensils. Yeah, they started using them in 400 AD. This happened when the

population boom across China sapped resources and forced cooks to develop cost saving

habits. They began chopping food into smaller pieces that required less cooking fuel, and

happened to be perfect for the tweezer-light grip of chopsticks.

Paola Flores-Marquez (01:41):

That's wonderful. Thank you for sharing that.

Marcus Johnson (01:43):

Yeah, I had to, because-

Paola Flores-Marquez (01:45):

Part of the show.

Marcus Johnson (01:47):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/n-ZTjpkQXqO_aEx22R73r_HJmnyi0PaaOi5-ZO3X2vrhwv35p6Ljlcx_RTMfr2owp88HHXf5bmFpGNKSk9Loz48qx4g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=23.100001
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rKDXU2Tdcpz7VIX7Zl20W2zvn-kTtfyOf1HgHSeADUtdIGVbyE13k2a4VYeLjMiU0GinSiYMQEjMG_RqvtwEkexTDio?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=38.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WZ1h8ES25MYv6wyBAGeJ8XQxh9PMmwjQl1IWATcFb0EWAWL1IJs05xQinyEUoadLgGd5vqljgRPPwyFUSBEVol5aYoI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=40.7699999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LWBcmCtP936yhHi8OEuK01qVarTZ-YUebPAJKv674kRQKAb0qQ5uZSpMu-8B8LncGoNhaK-laC01EuLOjvvohelqa5E?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=69.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/SVbY7leMWZpONqUg2Ic5dfWySaTJdgBPXeE3b7dHGgONl8Tfv3QoAUayDAIRSA6Pg_9AtJIL2NOQkkCFM26oRPtVNlE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=101.7599989
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/wmYCsZIpXVfqPr2lB0BkBvYRK41dHSElfq5ippD5pLSNnwT50E9DoZncf3ytV7IaLYFrEQMmdfnlkw0JLupSzyRuZYA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=103.77
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LonWr0WfE5GhdJbZ9FqN79neOgX2B09SodzsUdvx_3jGkm5FDGe_w8friTXAR6dQfhAHLpEhDbMYBz7ZIhrldeQiVVs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=105.8699999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/sk19wU26I_x-9rPwMhBTQbe3Q1E-Dqawe0Lw5cUWRMYGoU5swgINAcpPbWjpkv752auYaQ0gaO-wXq9tXuKPhrHGx8s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=107.1
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Yeah, five years ago, I thought it would be a good idea, and...

Paola Flores-Marquez (01:49):

Well, I feel blessed.

Marcus Johnson (01:50):

... I'm now compelled to every episode. I appreciate that.

Paola Flores-Marquez (01:53):

Happy to be part of this tradition.

Marcus Johnson (01:54):

That makes one person. Anyway, today's real topic, Gen Z's media habits and growing up with

AI. In today's episode, first in the league, we'll cover Gen Z and media. Then for another news,

we'll discuss the LGBTQ+ consumer, and US Hispanic representation in ads. We start, of

course, with the lead. Let's start with AI. AI is quickly becoming a regular part of children's

lives. What happens next? This was a question from Karen Mimms-Nice of the Atlantic.

(02:29):

In the piece titled A Generation of AI Guinea Pigs, the Generation in Question, the one she's

talking about is Gen Alpha, so really young people, people under the age of 12. She explains

that the LA Los Angeles Unified School District, the second-largest public school district in the

US, introduced students and parents to a new educational friend named Ed, which is a learning

platform that includes a chatbot represented by a small illustration of a smiling sun.

(02:55):

The chatbot is being tested in a hundred schools within the district, and is accessible 24/7 via

a site answering questions about children's courses, grades, and attendance, and can even

point users to optional activities. The piece goes on to basically talk about the fact that kids

are growing up, this is the first generation to be growing up in a world where AI, especially the

younger folks in this generation, Gen Alpha, where growing up with AI is going to be the norm.

(03:21):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ONzZtJ_NqpruFSvDGzLti_2jqQA-H4UUY_dfbH_J_WdLHgcvczJJvdJEeUk0o8nmlp0sqr9YmIL4_1TQ5OzMRedcwqA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=109.74
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/uh2MpCN_wYGykXubUeBA38Iuz5os4efhLVsHEHu7yk9JgSXA92Jp7v7RO-9sXWStSU-25yHsBiQc2u2RpgTrtT2C6eM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=110.88
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LpgvYaHUMq69YSYoiIL0nusRVV9x40OQYyNPyMH82nRdxdbbrJpLTbjXY3uUfy7IbmNF46-BgQvpZ6-7ama9EXI5iUQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=113.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/V2kpe89UEERA7TBAuwKiZqnOSTGz3U8he1MOK3TmjfpryoA6tDvOD99R2V9hi6LSnI22_XYv8N1r1DSjwf-0eeoazRU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=114.96
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/KaWDpJ2mkRjkjRB0cuDXRNDvxSO-z07jVn2ueFsL8NxhmWIH1h86n0K8jya40iLSjPNcQLYmt0YmZeNOKrNhxAiHAdg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=149.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/2vesHZyalJ-eNgyRXMi3pcZLd5g3X3-ZPZ2Y-0Y3gh6D-B65F9VtgpCTdPs-8EBCbDmDuSkmDz0ugHpqViREreyRaFA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=175.469999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/bEgQkZfgkgE1xgXe2vo7HQ-aiLjEd1D7VxOPRVDZKKNbLCamHA4N6UkggQ1qnwbMxI5DwwUyoPpCA8hXqmpIelclEaw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=201.33
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They're not going to know a world before it. Paola, what interests you most about kids and

teens, I guess you could argue, because they are part of this conversation as well, growing up

in the world of AI?

Paola Flores-Marquez (03:34):

I think what interests me the most is that for them, it's going to be instinctive, I think in the

same way that we instinctively picked up social media and smartphones, and we immediately

incorporated them into our daily lives with very little hurdle. I think for kids, they're just going

to see it as another tool. I think many older adults, myself included, struggle to figure out how

to incorporate AI into our current technological framework, but AI is the framework for them.

(03:57):

They already have it, and they've had it for a long time prior to this explosion of popularity,

because so many of them have used smart speakers or other forms of AI that are already

readily available. I think we're looking at, our forecast says that 12.2% of kids zero to 11, and

almost a quarter of teens, 12 to 17, use smart speakers. Those numbers have always been

relatively, are pretty solid, considering for that age group when you compare it to other forms

of technology and media usage. It's one of the most frequently used, I think the only thing

higher is probably tablets, because tablets are very much the main form of technology that

kids have access to.

(04:33):

Then not in the US, but in the UK, Ofcom just put out a bunch of numbers on children's AI use

and teens' AI use, and four and five online teenagers 13 to 17 are already using generative AI

and services. Then a minority of children age seven to 12 are also, like 40% of children age

seven to 12 are already using it. I think yeah, that's going to be, the fact that it's just already so

intuitive and incorporated into their world is fascinating to me.

(05:03):

I also worry about how quickly it can turn into bullying, because within a year, when I talk

about social media and how easily we took to it, within a year of us getting MySpace, we had

pages built to bully people and target people for their insecurities. I think AI opens the door to

a lot of that in the same way. I think it's just going to be another worry, digital worry that we

have to learn how to navigate.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/SBmAkDbAMhupyJqNcZT_foKAFZ6fhoU3lsckSzYahPK8krZt8w1v6_P0LN87BHdnYFnmAj1EcjsrnZkCGNSk_Mpe99Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=214.3799999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rQH6MPKOj2S8WuEjTDfo0xNsxjzB5ADlIPHfBkYoQ0T6NLjgCquNb9j-eV2a9EEO_N9EDWHFCRL-wZIdzxkv-VRWdmI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=237.84
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZyscMA6TsO3rohuzs1QJe51pqU3TvnHOf-8mF_NXDHtLe4Y0qqwC2p6beoj7b5gH_AYD07c9WAfGutmtSOW5PrFdFoo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=273.51
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/vSoNBZFcD5zvfnSsltUKxTevesBjLMCNUYguAmlRt7ItwIn1S0qrOORggYI7x0ynZEiHxIHXFC7L5qpZZk7MRazMNnw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=303.12
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Marcus Johnson (05:28):

Yeah, it is interesting you said that, because in this piece, Ms. Mimms-Nice talks about, she

says, "AI enables new forms of adolescent cruelty." She points to an example in March, where

five students were expelled from a Beverly Hills middle school after fake nude photos of their

classmates were made with generative AI.

Paola Flores-Marquez (05:44):

I also think that that awareness of how it can be used and manipulated also may make them

more hypervigilant towards identifying, like in the same way that I have to, I don't know if you

do, but I have to help my parents figure out what's a scam and what's not constantly, and

some of the scams that they're confused about are things that I've just learned over time of

having been on the internet for so long and recognize how...

(06:05):

Obviously, scammers are getting smarter, and things are getting more sophisticated, but I

think there's a basic level of security knowledge that comes with growing up with this

technology that this generation is probably going to be instilled with, just having engaged

with it on a much smaller scale in interpersonal conflict, that will transfer over into the

adulthood.

Marcus Johnson (06:23):

Yeah, and you'd imagine, expect/hope for, more AI literacy classes in schools.

Paola Flores-Marquez (06:30):

I would hope so. Fingers crossed. Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (06:31):

Yeah, yeah. There's one example, at least one example that's out there, Los Angeles Unified

School District that I mentioned, they have a mandatory Digital Citizenship in the Age of AI

course for students 13 and up. I'm also wondering, you mentioned the high usage of smart

speakers amongst young people. I'm also wondering whether this changes how kids learn to

interact with humans.

(06:52):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8SXdFSXfk9B6xGrvGuym9etv-I49aunRyYLp_zJmSV0_KiTZynSKbPB4C1vAUNQhtKQ0qQOG1H8ZJfoIh0HmzomT7tQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=328.17
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/B-s53MpUJz42c17xHoUBoaPlpEwNnkLxxLlQs5mGL6HpwHycIHQ4ycUhj38as4eNo_hMbLdxHQNWKv44wW217--aduA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=344.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/eBOsdXnQJi9p1dZS0F_gwO9wiMVscg2X5J6s_KfRvXUs5j137SncHvnTaBl48bytI94oFlBX8aoIBl4aTLFx6uTXHrE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=365.43
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/XE0PGAHhz3rMNXzbZl4Wd1cwxtJ1kTpHOQF7_TTscFbLVIX8rgLLnQx9xCoTgXXXPXaZGwy73SefGLebHojvCPDs4I4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=383.64
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/n0g8X2rqkIMlYy5iFynfCt_5akrSlovjl_xO-cB5cbG33zEKFU2Qn-5WD1A2BpJARt3z0GybYudVrAU0jAdXThfCLs4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=390.119999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gbjErLHjfK5r7YlnQaPuGI7-ipzVDDPOIa_92zBKAU6hFSpwuKxCZDxgk4T2dKmnImDrDl4Lw6wd7FUR-0mar85AaBk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=391.679999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/iBFvfehOixYxmEz_2S1EudMAoJYdLe8dGOO9L_3WaRvBxHECfgd4tQWcorwA4I_MlIXBOFzANwSKQMd6euDM2sECWcw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=412.5
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In the piece, Ying Xu, an education professor at the University of Michigan, thinks that even

more human-like AI could further blur the lines for kids, to the point where some might start

talking to other humans the way they talk to Alexa, "Rudely and bossily," she says.

Paola Flores-Marquez (07:09):

That's interesting. I've read something else in contrast to that, that was talking about how-

Marcus Johnson (07:13):

Oh, interesting.

Paola Flores-Marquez (07:14):

Yeah, how kids who grow up with smart speakers think that they're people with feelings, and

so they're nice to them and they're considerate of their feelings.

Marcus Johnson (07:21):

Huh. Maybe it's just adults who speak to them, rudely and bossily, and get incredibly

frustrated if they don't respond with the answer they're looking for straight away. Maybe kids

are more patient in that respect, at least. Let's talk a bit about some slightly older folks, the

Gen Z age group. Where are we at with Gen Z right now? What age range are we talking

about?

Paola Flores-Marquez (07:43):

Gen Z in 2024 are between the ages of 12 to 27, so they're getting up there. They're

approaching their thirties amongst the older ones.

Marcus Johnson (07:49):

Wow, yeah. It spans some very di�erent milestones in life, and so it is a big age group, but it

also, it is one that is incredibly diverse in terms of what they're up to, so it's going to vary quite

drastically. In doing some research into this cohort, what did you find out in terms of what Gen

Z's digital usage looks like by activity?

Paola Flores-Marquez (08:10):

Yeah, so yeah, they're definitely going to have a lot of very diverse day-to-day lives. I think the

one thing that unifies them is video. Video remains their defining activity, but one of the most

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/9SDotxEZ0isOkL-F7wFz40zZrrrW_8BZbfF7p3p0MzBUioUwr-o-cGj23hPaSzetBg_WWe-r98RmqFfjBPGU4kRveNg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=429.719999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/SdC5U-KFotHlu6tJqum4fz51xK-nCHawhZT3GWrvoa4g6WtYPb4evHnKVAJYSj6xPNcNaM0Lw-VyvsHvIa3AgCqKZnk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=433.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/eZmzsaI232M7KwH59K1mupJTk1EK42luhIMMonh4-eLssCfNWD41kiiNz92XO5kSSid-1zWy9SY4io1mmPIZ275Rh44?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=434.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/HWI-ItHGTMWJ1QJzWONGFVppCqzNutUd8aVhpBTf7hAOC7N-ZXA9SjaYLU9_weA5ciP1vFeFGibw6NxCCyGhovojccY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=441.9
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tlN6yG3hU0yIXFE10ax-azpCl9pmcUW1xhEehSsoFE79c3CxRT7GTFa5nYqMCf5L75S1IZ6v6rd4gOMCeSwEFppk7i0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=463.17
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/K5LOW58tr0J54RORIVCutSg4rhnVkNMCafHkAX8YyZGswuwGBZQjOX0BeVQfbr9bxW3_TCwB7SXmpZUTKj7ZAHr_2HY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=469.83
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/fYUvtE1TW6TBbThNQeggjhyd9punNolJFcTSsA2dl8Mc1wgRy7FEIs3n_l3qygDfq1eF-raVvREmQ3Swf1BYEo-p2vc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=490.83
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interesting aspects of it in the today or this year is that it's so deeply intertwined with social

consumption as well. Video is their primary activity, but they kind of rely on social algorithms

to tell them what to watch.

(08:34):

59% of Gen Zers say they'll watch a show after hearing an online creator talk about it,

according to Deloitte. Deloitte had an excellent report on it. Then about 45% of Gen Zers

choose what to watch based on the content trending on their feeds, and that's according to

Tubi. Yeah, I think there's this very cyclical relationship with social and video that feeds into

each other.

(08:57):

They see a clip of it, and they go out searching for it, and they get interested in it, and then

they take that content that they originally found on the social, and then watched o�line or

stream somewhere, and they turn that into fan cams, and other content, and references and

jokes. It just kind of creates a loop of content.

(09:13):

The other thing that I found interesting is that VR use is picking up, so Millennials currently

outnumber Gen Zers in terms of VR use, but we can expect Gen Zers to have the highest rate

of VR use, almost nearly half of them, about 47.1% will be using VR regularly by 2028

according to our forecast. It's picking up speed at a much higher generation. I think part of

the reason it's not picking up so quickly right now, or it's going to take a couple of years, is

because they're not as financially independent.

(09:41):

There's still a whole section of them that aren't out their parents' home. Yeah, there's a

fascination with these traveling to these digital worlds from the comfort of your home and

being fully immersed with them. We're not just talking video games, although video games are

a huge component. We're talking like concerts, or nature, or traveling to other countries from

just getting that visual sort of experience instantly.

Marcus Johnson (10:06):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/i9aSJDirysNdzjpb4U-THYQwREWdmVUYwl_4elFrco6rVz-Ajk4BOFO6U5Vod2W9UiVtXJKtBjE11DiaMSe7WRJTCPc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=514.71
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/fx26BphmaOP7lPFhKND1_szdofhslxUPohUYf9RYa3Adn48GrEKXaLzB5ANKDht8cgUtLDfTaPq3T8TYFmU6KvgC13Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=537.33
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Kl-aI3TbGFxWAOWm_lPuaU66m63lvtjdT7lGlDJVIiQdPbMhEiSCsWCNCiW9DwTBvMJF9OUxEw_JoFPJ9dUjyx7qpco?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=553.32
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/sqZiU8QHV9XFUsU1x8NDs11a8Z-oMN6v0se3BjhBDWt03DHvmyyYFmRO7kxYZlRYqwTARqe7FCH3EBpEVREQgwaePqg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=581.79
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8a3B2GQwj70VAnFtvSSWfdwkticEL3JInSmOA-kCGbO-Vl_kLnMcE4GQsYWMW3Bi9BOSjSGcISp2RsvsgyT9rb1eXso?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=606.69
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Yeah, to circle back to your first point for a second, that makes sense with the tie between

digital video viewers and people discovering content on social media, because those numbers

are very close in terms of the penetration of Gen Z who are doing both of those, 96% for

digital video viewers and 88% for social network users, the two highest activities. Then you've

got a couple of points gap before you get to digital buyers, 82% of them do that, and then

you go down, podcast listeners, that's about 57% and growing.

(10:38):

Then VR users, to get to your second point, currently about 37% of the population, of that

Gen Z population doing that, but growing as you said, to getting close to half in four years

time. Yeah, there is a gap between some of these usages, between podcasts and VR, but

podcast's expected to grow over 10 points, VR expected to grow over 10 points as well. Even

though they are far behind video, social network, buying online, they are still, they're on track

to get close to those percentages in the future.

Paola Flores-Marquez (11:07):

Yeah. I think Gen Z's digital activity is really impressive, considering in terms of penetration,

they're set to rival of Millennials within a couple of years if they haven't already surpassed

them in a lot of these platforms and activities.

(11:19):

Millennials are just so much bigger, so it's really impressive that Gen Zers, given how much

smaller the generation, well, not that much smaller, but slightly smaller the generation is, and

not as financially stable, are still able to engage in these activities so strongly.

Marcus Johnson (11:35):

When you said passed Millennials, were you talking about an activity in particular, or digital in

general? What do you mean?

Paola Flores-Marquez (11:37):

Yeah. Gen Zers have historically always had a large presence on TikTok, but they've surpassed

Millennials in terms of penetration on Instagram, which is really interesting, because Instagram

is like the Millennial platform.

Marcus Johnson (11:49):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8GMEO9Jl8p3vZIXsXXlU6P4pVcaI7NJXSEHn_AAfMVnp9tWoGE8w535SeaMTAzJA7uXUSr0R7u2qmnzSMQ5UTNe1TYI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=638.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lCOd-g-6uv8jq3Mi0GXH7whE7kEmNicMkqS4sVEQWthx_PBd66f0i8Wrsx-M6S-CPzn9VB_9y3MyGC_3-5Xg2WKOWK0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=667.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Zxg7HWEKKjA08GmrhNXJjwBvCKFe5hZI4TN3kow3M4D5E5AJdqzLItmHrzhESdH_5_Xx_d-CFT2HQP4lYgFXnhNgyCA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=679.92
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Yeah, I found that, so my next question was going to be what surprised you most from your

research? This was one of the things that jumped out to me, this chart you have, showing that

obviously, no one would be surprised to learn that Gen Z folks use Snapchat way more than

anyone but Millennials, 52% versus 33, they're more likely to be on TikTok, 44 versus 32. Yeah,

they're basically a dead heat in terms of Instagram and YouTube in terms of millennials and

Gen Z who are on these platforms.

(12:15):

Facebook is the only one where Millennials are quite far ahead of Gen Zers. Yeah, I thought

that was a really interesting finding, considering that we do associate Instagram and YouTube

more so with the Millennial cohort than we would with Gen Z. That's no longer the case. What

else jumped out to you in your research about how Gen Z used media?

Paola Flores-Marquez (12:33):

I knew iPhone usage was really high amongst Gen Z, but I didn't realize how high. 81% of Gen

Zers prefer iPhones-

Marcus Johnson (12:33):

Really?

Paola Flores-Marquez (12:41):

... Which is really so high. Yeah, I just think that's fascinating, because Android's so much more

accessible.

Marcus Johnson (12:47):

Yeah, that is a big sweep. I remember working on, when I was on the forecasting team,

working on the numbers for which iOS Americans preferred, and at the time, this was five, six,

seven years ago, it was almost a dead heat. Android, I think, was a little bit out in front, but iOS

Apple was right there. Now it seems like, yeah, apple is winning this race because young

people are much more inclined to purchase their devices than something else that's run on

Android.

(13:14):
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One other thing that jumped out to me was this chasm between the penetration of CTV versus

traditional TV use among Gen Zers. Back in 2021, 70% of Gen Z folks were using, watching

CTV versus 63% for traditional TV. It's a seven point gap in favor of CTV back then. Today, it's

a huge gap. There's over 20 percentage points, 79 for CTV to 57 for traditional TV, and next

year, the gap is widening further. I thought that was really interesting.

(13:48):

Those numbers are from our wonderful forecasting team, looking at which generations are on

social media, and also the numbers based on TV versus CTV use for young folks. Let's end the

lead by talking about how marketers are trying to get to this generation. What to you are

some of the most important takeaways for marketers trying to target ads at Gen Zers?

Paola Flores-Marquez (14:06):

It's so basic, but yeah, phones continue to be the best way to reach Gen Z. They're just so

indispensable.

Marcus Johnson (14:11):

It's fundamental.

Paola Flores-Marquez (14:12):

Yeah, they're just not giving... It's a multifunction tool that they use. They use it to connect with

others, they use it to pay for stu�. It's just so basic. Definitely just prioritize, your ad's

probably going to be seen on a phone, and it's especially probably going to be seen on social

media, but they're also much less ad-averse than older generations. They have much more

positive attitudes towards ads.

(14:35):

Yeah, don't be afraid to invest in them, but try to diversify your ad content. Don't just focus on

a singular ad, try to connect with influencers. Try to make sure, honestly, prioritize reviews

from actual users or micro users. They have the most influence. I've touched on this in the

report, tiny influencers, not ones with a huge following, or micro influencers, small people who

are just able to testify to the use of your product, are so much more valuable.

(15:02):
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A lot of Gen Z is not just turning to TikTok to do a lot of this product research. They're also

turning to Reddit in order to gauge whether a product is worth buying, because there are so

many authentic consumer reviews on there that are speaking to how they use the product,

how useful it was, comparing it to others. Honestly, the missing link there is just adding where

to buy it, the link to buy it on Reddit.

Marcus Johnson (15:25):

That takes me quite nicely into the thing that jumped out to me about targeting ads at Gen

Zers, which is social search has an edge over traditional search. Megan Ewan, one of our

content managers, was writing that in 2023, over half, 51% of Gen Zers worldwide used social

media as their primary platform to search more information about brands, products, and

services, versus 45% who use search engines, so a six point gap in favor of social media use

according to GWI.

(15:54):

We've been talking about the relationship between search engines, and social media, and

where folks are looking for things, and how that's changing. For Gen Z folks, the scales have

already tipped in favor of social media for searching for things, at least according to this

research here. Paola's full report is called Gen Z Technology and Media Preferences for 2024.

You can find that if you're a Pro Plus Subscriber, at eMarketers.com, or click the link in the

show notes.

(16:18):

All right, folks, time for the fourth quarter. Today, in other news, LGBTQ+ consumers in the US,

and how underrepresented are US Hispanic consumers in ad budgets? Story one, Paola, in a

recent piece, you noted that the share of LGBTQ+ consumers in the US had more than

doubled over the past decade, going from nearly 4% to nearly 8% according to Gallup. You

go on to explain that this group is also financially strong, noting that married same-sex

couples had a median household income of $124,000 in 2022 according to the US census. In

researching about the LGBTQ+ consumer, what was one of your most interesting findings?

Paola Flores-Marquez (17:05):

I think there was two. One is that I just-

Marcus Johnson (17:05):
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Just one. No, I'm kidding. Two's fine. Two's fine.

Paola Flores-Marquez (17:08):

Okay. The first one was that I was really pleased to learn that LGBTQ+ consumers prioritize

diversity both on and behind the screen. It's not just about the visual representation. There is a

deep commitment to making sure that there's a thoroughness there, to make sure that what's

produced is authentic, and that makes sense. It ties well to previous notes about wariness

towards ads that aren't authentic, or don't accurately represent the community.

(17:33):

I think incorporating people who are of diverse experiences is a key component. Then the

other one is that romance is so popular. The most popular sub-genre of the media they watch

is romance and it's dramatic romance, comedy romance, horror romance. They just want

romance in there, which I thought was lovely.

Marcus Johnson (17:50):

Yeah, that was a really nice one. Another one that we were actually talking about before we hit

record, which was the share of folks who identify as LGBTQ+ doubles every generation

according to Gallup. If you look at the Silent Generation there, 1945 and earlier, 1% identify as

LGBTQ+. If you go to Baby Boomers, 2.5%. If you go to Gen X, 4.5%. Millennials, 10%. Gen Z,

the cohort we've just been talking about, 22% of them identifying as LGBTQ+. I thought that

was fascinating. That's from Gallup.

(18:23):

The second thing that jumped out to me as well, over half, oh, this is stunning, over half, 55%

of LGBTQ+ adults felt that LGBTQ+ focused ads seemed insincere because they were not

representative of the real LGBTQ+ experience, according to The Collage Group. Over half are

basically saying, "You are not getting this right in terms of the actual experience," which is

shocking.

Paola Flores-Marquez (18:48):

Yeah, the gay community is not a monolith, and the gay life in certain areas of the country is

going to be vastly di�erent than gay life in the cities. It's really hard to capture all that at once.

Once again, hiring people who come from those experience is going to be key-
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Marcus Johnson (19:02):

Helps.

Paola Flores-Marquez (19:06):

... To making sure, yeah, that you're at least tapping in to what the current thread is that would

be the most appealing and the most sincere.

Marcus Johnson (19:11):

That's a good point. Story two: US Hispanic consumers are underrepresented in ad budgets,

despite nearly $3 trillion in purchasing power. [inaudible 00:19:19] Director of Briefings,

Jeremy Goldman, he explains that the Hispanic Marketing Council, HMC, has launched a

campaign, calling out CMOs for inadequately engaging the lucrative Hispanic/Latino

consumer segment.

(19:32):

Dubbed Latino Coating, the campaign criticizes brands for superficially incorporating Latino

elements into marketing without genuinely understanding or respecting the culture, he notes.

Paola, what was your biggest takeaway from Jeremy's article?

Paola Flores-Marquez (19:45):

I think it's similar to the point we just made about authenticity and di�erent experiences.

There are so many types of Latino experiences in the US. You have people whose families have

been here since before parts of the US became the US, and they were Mexico. You have

people who've recently migrated. You have people who come from mixed cultures, and

people like me, where I was translating documents by the time I was eight, because hey

needed someone to help navigate.

(20:16):

I think that there's just, you have to be very specific about who it is you're talking to and who

you're targeting, and you have to really, really understand what is it that their needs and

desires are. I, for one, would like access, I'm going to use this platform to ask for it, I would

like some sort of an authenticated user on behalf of my parents for managing all their

accounts, because my current system is just probably not the best. I have to pretend to be

them on a lot of accounts, and it's not very helpful.
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(20:47):

Yeah, definitely think about how those experiences vary and generationally, how they vary.

Also, I think I mentioned this in the article, not all Latinos, but there is a strong emphasis on

family and Latinos and Latino culture, but there's also, particularly in second and third

generations, a desire for independence and carving out your individualism away from the

group. I think this hasn't really been truly addressed in a way that doesn't lean much more

towards one extreme than the other. There has to be some sort of a balance that would speak

to that community in particular.

Marcus Johnson (21:20):

Great points. The two things that jumped out to me are just so painfully obvious, but at the

same time, not necessarily, because they're being ignored to a certain extent. One is the US

Hispanic consumer market's purchasing power is experiencing insane growth. According to

the University of Georgia, Terry College of Business, the US Hispanic consumer market's

purchasing power is projected to grow nearly 50%, five-zero percent, from 2020 to 2025,

approaching that 3 trillion figure that I mentioned at the start of the story.

(21:51):

Lots of money for marketers to be targeting this group. Two, it's a huge group of people.

Hispanic individuals make up close to 20% of the US population today. However, brands

allocate less than 4% of ad budgets to Hispanic targeted marketing, according to the HMC.

This group will represent one quarter of all American people, over 25% of all Americans, will

be in the Hispanic group by 2050.

Paola Flores-Marquez (22:19):

They over index on also all social media platforms. They're so active online, they're so digital.

Marcus Johnson (22:26):

All right. Well, that's the way we have to leave the conversation. Thank you so much, Paola, as

always, for hanging out with me today.

Paola Flores-Marquez (22:31):

Thank you for letting me ramble for a couple of minutes. I really appreciate it.
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Marcus Johnson (22:34):

Always. Always a pleasure. I do it every day, so the least I could do is share the floor. Thanks

so much to Victoria who edits the show, Stuart, who runs the team, and Sophie who does our

social media. Thanks to everyone for listening in to the Behind the Numbers Daily, an

eMarketer podcast. We hope to see you tomorrow, where you can hang out with Sarah Libo.

She'll be speaking with Daniel Constantinovich and Paola, again-

Paola Flores-Marquez (22:52):

Woo!

Marcus Johnson (22:52):

She'll be on that show, speaking about Pride Month recap, brand wins and lessons, and what it

means for other holidays.
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